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STATE OF UNCERTAINTY: CITIZENSHIP, 
STATELESSNESS, AND DISCRIMINATION IN 
THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
Stacie Kosinski*
Abstract: The phenomenon of statelessness is a grave and growing prob-
lem. Millions of stateless individuals are among the least visible but most 
vulnerable populations in the world. They are not recognized as citizens 
by any government and thus are forced to function at the edges of soci-
ety. Without citizenship, people often have no effective legal protection, 
no ability to vote, and limited access to education, employment, health 
care, marriage and birth registration. This Note examines the root 
causes and overall impact of statelessness on a global scale. It also takes 
a closer look at the history and impact of the systematic, discriminatory 
denial of citizenship for Dominicans of Haitian descent in the Domini-
can Republic in light of the 2005 Inter-American Court of Human 
Rights landmark decision against the Dominican Republic affirming na-
tionality as a human right. 
Introduction 
 Approximately fifteen million people throughout the world are 
stateless—living “in the shadows at the edge of society.”1 The 1948 Uni-
versal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) asserts that all people 
have a right to citizenship,2 yet millions have never acquired citizenship 
or have lost their citizenship and have no claim to citizenship of an-
other state.3 Staggering numbers of stateless people live and die “un-
protected and unrecognized.”4 Furthermore, Statelessness has a crip-
                                                                                                                      
* Stacie Kosinski is a Note Editor for the Boston College International & Comparative Law 
Review. 
1 Philippe Leclerc & Rupert Colville, Millions Seek to Escape the Grim World of the Stateless, 
U.N.H.C.R. Refugees Magazine, Sept. 27, 2007, available at http://unhcr.org/cgi-bin/texis/ 
vtx/print?tbl=PUBL&id=46dbc0042; Interview with Phillippe Leclerc, Chair, U.N.H.C.R. 
Statelessness Unit, Reuters AlertNet (May 18, 2007), available at http://www. alertnet.org/ 
thenews/newsdesk/UNHCR/14bbdcab1076d21f508b51057342262f.htm. 
2 Universal Declaration of Human Rights art. 15, G.A. Res. 217A, U.N. GAOR, 3d Sess., 
1st plen. mtg., U.N. Doc A/810 (Dec. 12, 1948) [hereinafter UDHR]. 
3 See generally Leclerc & Colville, supra note 1. 
4 Maureen Lynch, U.S. Congress Holds Briefing on Stateless Children, Refugees Int’l, Feb. 
16, 2007, http://www.refintl.org/content/article/9853/?mission=9619?output=printer. 
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pling impact on an individual’s ability to function within a particular 
country or as a citizen of the world.5 In a speech before the U.S. Con-
gress in February 2007, Thomas Albrecht, a Deputy Representative for 
the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), suc-
cinctly articulated the overwhelming burden of a stateless existence on 
the individual: 
No nationality means identity documents conferring legal 
personality and the rights that go with this—access to health 
care, education, property rights, freedom to leave and return 
to your country—are simply not available. In some instances, 
individuals who are stateless and are outside their country of 
origin or country of former residence can be detained for 
long periods if those countries refuse to grant them re-entry 
to their territories. Births and deaths may not be registered. 
In many ways these people simply do not exist.6
Part I of this Note will examine the root causes and overall impact of 
statelessness, as well as the history and impact of the systematic, discrimi-
natory denial of citizenship for Dominicans of Haitian descent in the 
Dominican Republic. Part II will focus on the 2005 Inter-American Court 
of Human Rights (IACHR) landmark decision against the Dominican 
Republic affirming nationality as a human right. Part III will then analyze 
the reaction to the IACHR decision on the part of the Dominican Re-
public and the international community as a whole. 
I. Background 
A. Statelessness and Nationality 
 The problem of statelessness is not a geographically specific phe-
nomenon; rather, stateless people can be found across the planet as 
well as across socio-economic boundaries.7 In international terms, a 
stateless individual is “any person who is not considered as a national by 
any state through its nationality legislation or constitution.”8 The root 
causes of statelessness are complex and multifaceted—including state 
                                                                                                                      
5 See id. 
6 Id. 
7 See generally Leclerc & Colville, supra note 1; Interview with Phillippe Leclerc, supra 
note 1. 
8 Interview with Phillippe Leclerc, supra note 1. 
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succession, decolonization, conflicting laws between states, domestic 
changes to nationality laws, and discrimination.9
 Statelessness impairs the ability of an individual to function as a 
member of society—domestically and internationally—and its impact is 
felt psychologically, socio-economically, and socio-culturally.10 While 
specific circumstances vary between countries, all stateless people are 
ultimately faced with the overwhelming challenge of existing without an 
acknowledged identity.11 As one would expect, “[v]alid identity docu-
ments are crucial to accessing a wide variety of rights.”12 For adults, 
statelessness creates significant barriers to basic freedoms such as mar-
riage, land ownership, employment, signing of contracts, and voting.13
 The overall impact of statelessness on children is particularly dev-
astating.14 For children, a lack of identity often results in the denial of 
access to education, health care, and the protections and constitutional 
rights granted by the State.15 “Through no fault of their own, stateless 
children inherit a trying reality and an uncertain future.”16 The U.N. 
Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) sets forth the interna-
tional standard for the birth registration of children.17 Article 7 of the 
Convention provides that “[t]he child shall be registered immediately 
after birth and shall have the right from birth to a name, the right to 
acquire a nationality and, as far as possible, the right to know and be 
cared for by his or her parents.”18 Contrary to standard principles of 
international law, stateless children and adults alike are denied interna-
tionally recognized human rights and protections due to their lack of 
citizenship.19 They often “cannot travel freely or access justice when 
necessary.”20 Additionally, lack of documentation and proof of identity 
                                                                                                                      
9 Id. 
10 See generally Leclerc & Colville, supra note 1. 
11 See Interview with Phillippe Leclerc, supra note 1. 
12 Press Release, United Nations, U.N. Experts on Racism and Minority Issues Call for 
Steps to Combat Reality of Racial Discrimination in the Dominican Republic (Oct. 30, 
2007) (on file with author). 
13 Interview with Phillippe Leclerc, supra note 1. 
14 See Lynch, supra note 4. 
15 Id. 
16 Id. (quoting U.S. Rep. Sheila Jackson Lee, Chair of the Congressional Children’s 
Caucus, Brief to Congress on the Problem of Statelessness). 
17 Convention on the Rights of the Child art.7, Nov. 20, 1989, G.A. Res. 44/25, annex, 
44 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 49), U.N. Doc. A/44/49 [hereinafter CRC]. 
18 Id. 
19 Lynch, supra note 4. 
20 Id. 
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leaves individuals in immigration limbo—vulnerable to expulsion from 
their home country.21
 United Nations agencies—such as the U.N. High Commission on 
Refugees (UNHCR). the U.N. Children’s Fund (UNICEF), and the 
U.N. Population Fund (UNFPA)—together with international human 
rights agencies and other non-governmental agencies work to identify 
stateless populations, provide guidance and support for timely birth 
registrations, and combat the “arbitrary deprivation of nationality.”22 
Additionally, the International Convention on the Elimination of All 
Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD) sets forth a standard for the 
elimination of all racially discriminatory government policies.23 This 
Convention requires states to condemn all forms of racial discrimina-
tion, whether based on race, color, descent, or national or ethnic ori-
gin, and to pursue a policy of eliminating racial discrimination.24 Coun-
tries must guarantee all people’s right to equality before the law, and to 
various political, civil, economic, social and cultural rights.25
 While complex issues of parentage, race, ethnicity, place of birth, 
and politics all play a role in determining an individual’s citizenship 
and nationality, one of the main causes of statelessness is conflict be-
tween the two principles upon which nationality is based at birth: jus 
soli and jus sanguinis.26 Jus soli, literally translated as “right of soil,” was 
historically a tenant of the common law in England.27 The focus of jus 
soli is on birthplace, the fact of being born in a territory over which a 
state maintains, has maintained, or wishes to extend its sovereignty.28 
Jus sanguinis, literally translated as “right of blood,” historically was a 
rule of civil law in continental European nations.29 In jus sanguinis 
countries, citizenship is based on bloodline and is usually determined 
by the nationality of one or both parents or other more distant ances-
                                                                                                                      
21 U.N. Office of the High Comm’r for Human Rights, Committee on the Elimi-
nation of Racial Discrimination, 2008 Review of the Dominican Republic ¶ 10 (2008) 
[hereinafter OHCHR Report]. 
22 Interview with Phillippe Leclerc, supra note 1. 
23 See generally International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Dis-
crimination, Dec. 21, 1965, 660 U.N.T.S. 195 (1969) [hereinafter ICERD]. 
24 See id. arts. 1 & 2. 
25 Id. 
26 See Patrick Weil, Access to Citizenship: A Comparison of Twenty-Five Nationality Laws, in 
Citizenship Today 17, 17 (T. Alexander Aleinikoff & Douglas Klusmeyer eds., 2001). 
27 Mohsen Aghahosseini, Claims of Dual Nationals and the Development of 
Customary International Law 16 n.6 (2007). 
28 Weil, supra note 26, at 17. 
29 Aghahosseini, supra note 27, at 16. 
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tors.30 Acquisition of nationality is generally based on the operation of 
one of these rules.31 Conflict and confusion arise because there is no 
single principle that nations appear willing to accept as a test of their 
own nationality laws, with some ascribing to the tenants of jus sanguinis, 
some looking to jus soli principles, and others choosing a combination 
of both.32
 The UDHR provides that all people have a right to a nationality, 
however, it does not provide specific guidance with respect to which 
state should grant its nationality nor to what circumstances should af-
fect this determination.33 In an effort to fill this void, international 
treaties such as the CRC have created a framework of obligations and 
procedures for states to follow to prevent statelessness and arbitrary 
denial or deprivation of nationality.34 Specifically, the CRC mandates 
that states should systematically register children at birth and provide 
them with a nationality.35
 Countries within the Americas have also taken special steps toward 
the recognition, monitoring, and adjudication of regional human rights 
violations.36 The American Convention on Human Rights (also known 
as the Pact of San José) was adopted by the twenty-four nations of the 
Americas in a meeting in San José, Costa Rica, in 1969 and came into 
force on July 18, 1978.37 One of the main purposes of the Convention is 
“to consolidate in this hemisphere, within the framework of democratic 
institutions, a system of personal liberty and social justice based on 
respect for the essential rights of man.”38 The Inter-American Com-
mission on Human Rights and the Inter-American Court of Human 
Rights are responsible for overseeing compliance with the 
Convention.39 The stated purpose of the Inter-American Court of Hu-
                                                                                                                      
30 Weil, supra note 26, at 17. 
31 See id. 
32 See id. 
33 See generally UDHR, supra note 3 (notably lacking any reference to standards for de-
termining an individual state’s responsibility for the granting of citizenship). 
34 Leclerc & Colville, supra note 1; see also CRC, supra note 16, arts. 3–40. 
35 CRC, supra note 16, art. 7. 
36 See generally American Convention on Human Rights, July 18, 1978, O.A.S. T.S., No. 
36. 
37 Id.; see also OAS Department of Int’l Law, Multilateral Treaties, http://www.oas.org/ 
juridico/english/Sigs/b-32.html (last visited Apr. 2, 2008). 
38 American Convention on Human Rights, supra note 36, pmbl. 
39 Welcome to the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, http://www.corteidh.or.cr/ 
index.cfm?CFID=192181&CFTOKEN=11993385 (last visited Apr. 2, 2008). The Inter-
American Commission on Human Rights and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights 
are organs of the Organization of American States. Id. 
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man Rights is to act as an autonomous judicial institution whose primary 
function is the application and interpretation of the American Conven-
tion on Human Rights.40 Questions and cases involving nationality, 
citizenship, and statelessness in the Americas are brought before these 
organs.41
B. Haitians and Dominicans of Haitian Descent in the Dominican Republic 
 Unlike in Asia and the Middle East, where there are large concen-
trations of stateless people, there generally is not a statelessness prob-
lem in the Americas due to widespread adherence to the rule of jus 
soli.42 The one major exception to this trend in the Americas is the 
problematic situation of ethnic Haitians in the Dominican Republic, 
where historical animus, discriminatory government policies and legis-
lation and anti-Haitian public sentiment act as barriers to systematic 
birth registration for people who have in many cases resided in the 
country for generations.43 These problems persist despite the fact that 
the Dominican Republic is a signatory to the 1961 Convention on the 
Reduction of Statelessness, which also sets forth universal requirements 
for access to citizenship and nationality.44
 A large number of the hundreds of thousands of stateless people 
in the Dominican Republic are children.45 While the exact number of 
stateless children of Haitian descent living in the Dominican Republic 
is unknown, an estimated two to three million individuals—between 
twenty to twenty-five percent of people residing in the Dominican Re-
public—are not documented.46 Some estimates suggest that at least 
one-fifth of these individuals are children.47 Today, the Dominican Re-
public is far more prosperous than Haiti.48 As a result, many Haitians 
                                                                                                                      
 
40 Id. 
41 See OAS Human Rights, Institutions of the Inter-American Human Rights System, 
http://oas.org/oaspage/humanrights.htm (last visited Apr. 4, 2008). 
42 Interview with Phillippe Leclerc, supra note 1. 
43 Id. 
44 Maureen Lynch, Dominican Republic, Haiti, & the United States: Protect Rights, Reduce 
Statelessness, Refugees Int’l, Jan. 17, 2007, available at http://interaction.org/newswire/ 
detail.php?id=5609. 
45 See id. 
46 Id. 
47 Congressional Children’s Caucus Highlights the Plight of Stateless Children Worldwide, Refu-
gees Int’l, Nov. 29, 2006, http://www.refintl.org/content/article/detail/9676/ [hereinafter 
Children’s Caucus]. 
48 Compare Central Intelligence Agency, The World Factbook, Dominican Republic 
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/dr.html (last visited 
Apr. 29, 2008) with Central Intelligence Agency, The World Factbook, Haiti, 
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are driven to work in the Dominican, traditionally in the sugar cane 
plantations cutting cane, but more recently in construction and the 
service industry.49 Many factors, including political turmoil, violence, 
repression and extreme poverty drive Haitians to cross the border into 
the Dominican Republic.50 The Dominicans rely on them for cheap 
labor, though widespread discrimination and prejudice against Haitians 
permeates society and limits access to nationality.51
 As Phillipe Leclerc, Chair of the UNHCR Statelessness Unit, notes, 
“[t]he importance of registering births is graphically illustrated by the 
situation of people of Haitian descent in the Dominican Republic, 
where there are believed to be hundreds of thousands of stateless peo-
ple.”52 The Constitution of the Dominican Republic grants citizenship 
to all those born on Dominican soil, except the children of diplomats 
or those “in transit” through the country.53 The state continues, how-
ever, to neglect registering births among certain groups of people, and 
particularly those of Haitian descent.54 Historically, birth registration 
has been systematically withheld from children born to Haitian parents, 
who are often migrant workers.55 Unregistered children are not issued 
birth certificates and thus rendered stateless, as they cannot prove their 
nationality, where they were born, or to whom.56 This “in transit” ex-
ception was codified into law via the 2004 General Law on Migration 
285–04, providing that only children of those individuals deemed to be 
“residents” born on Dominican soil are entitled to Dominican citizen-
ship.57 In 2005, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (IACHR) 
found this law to be a discriminatory violation of human rights and 
                                                                                                                      
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/ha.html (last visited 
Apr. 29, 2009). 
49 Refugees Int’l, Lives on Hold: The Americas (2004), http://www.refugeesinterna- 
tional.org/section/publications/stateless_americas (last visited Apr. 1, 2008). 
50 See id. 
51 OHCHR Report, supra note 20, ¶¶ 2 & 21. 
52 Leclerc & Colville, supra note 1. 
53 Dom. Rep. Const. art. 11, available at http://pdba.georgetown.edu/Constitutions/ 
DomRep/domrep02.html. 
54 See Lynch, supra note 44. 
55 Leclerc & Colville, supra note 1. 
56 See Interview with Phillippe Leclerc, supra note 1. 
57 Ley de Migracion No. 285–04 [Law on Migration No. 285–04], capitulo III, § 3, art. 
28 (Dom. Rep.), available at http://seip.gov.do/consejo_nacional_migracion/ley/ley.pdf 
(providing that a child born to a woman who lacks Dominican citizenship or documenta-
tion will not be given a birth certificate but will instead be given a pink certificate, listing 
the mother’s name and date, to be recorded in a book of foreigners and the mother will 
then be referred to the consulate for her country of origin in order to register the birth of 
the child and obtain citizenship for the child). 
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subsequently ordered the Dominican government to register all births 
in the country.58 To date, the Dominican Republic has refused to 
comply with the majority of the Court’s decision.59
II. Discussion 
A. Moving Forward: Yean and Bosico v. Dominican Republic 
 On September 8, 2005 the IACHR issued a landmark decision re-
affirming nationality as a human right.60 Yean and Bosico “marks the first 
time that an international human rights tribunal has unequivocally up-
held the international prohibition on racial discrimination in access to 
nationality.”61 The IACHR would ultimately find that the Dominican 
Republic’s denial of nationality, through their refusal to issue birth cer-
tificates, was in direct contravention of the country’s constitution.62
 The initial petition was brought before the Inter-American Com-
mission on Human Rights by El Movimiento de Mujeres Dominico-
Haitiana (MUDHA) [The Movement of Dominican-Haitian Women], 
the Center for Justice and International Law (CEJIL) and the Interna-
tional Human Rights Clinic at the University of California, Berkeley, on 
behalf of two children of Haitian descent who were born in the Do-
minican Republic and had resided there for their entire lives.63 In 
                                                                                                                      
 
58 Yean & Bosico v. Dominican Republic, 2005 Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (ser. C) No. 130, 
¶ 239 (Sept. 8, 2005). 
59 OHCHR Report, supra note 20, ¶ 8. 
60 Yean & Bosico v. Dominican Republic, 2005 Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (ser. C) No. 130 
(Sept. 8, 2005); Open Society Justice Initiative, Inter-American Court of Human Rights Affirms 
the Human Right to Nationality and Upholds the International Prohibition on Racial Discrimination 
in Access to Nationality, Oct. 17, 2005, available at http://justiceinitiative.org/db/resource 
2?res_id=103001&preprint=1 [hereinafter Justice Initiative]. 
61 Justice Initiative, supra note 60. 
62 David C. Baluarte, Inter-American Justice Comes to the Dominican Republic: An Island 
Shakes as Human Rights and Sovereignty Clash, 13 No. 2 Hum. Rts. Brief 25, 26–27 (2006). 
63 See Yean & Bosico, 2005 Inter-Am. Ct. H.R., ¶¶ 5–6; Baluarte, supra note 62, at 26-27. 
The founder of MUDHA, Sonia Pierre, overcame the myriad of problems associated state-
lessness to lead a human rights movement on behalf of stateless children. Marc Lacey, A 
Rights Advocates Work Divides Dominicans, N.Y. Times, Sept. 29, 2007, at A4. For this work, 
she was the recipient of the 2006 Robert F. Kennedy Human Rights award. Id. These 
achievements have not been without significant impact on her own citizenship. See id. 
Within months of receiving this international human rights award, the Dominican Gov-
ernment began questioning Ms. Pierre’s citizenship and eventually suggested that she 
“belonged” to Haiti, not the Dominican Republic. Id. In March 2007, Dominican officials 
at the registrar’s office attempted to revoke her Dominican birth certificate based on ques-
tions about the legal status of her parents and the validity of their identification docu-
ments. Diógenes Pina, Dominican Republic: Children of Haitians Fight for Birth Certificates, 
Inter Press Service, Aug. 28, 2007. According to press reports, after her case made in-
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1997, Dilicia Yean and Violeta Bosico (then ten months and tweleve 
years old, respectively) visited the civil registry with their mothers and 
representatives from MUDHA to request birth certificates.64 Documen-
tation proved that the mothers of the two girls were Dominican and 
that they themselves were born on Dominican soil.65 Despite all of the 
evidence presented, the girls were denied Dominican nationality, an 
apparent breach of the rights set forth in the Dominican Constitu-
tion.66 They were subsequently unable to obtain birth certificates or 
enroll in school.67 The girls appealed this decision through the Do-
minican judicial system, the refusal was upheld, and Bosico was subse-
quently expelled from school.68 Their lack of status “also left them vul-
nerable to expulsion from their home country.”69 The IACHR would 
ultimately find that the Dominican Republic’s denial of nationality, 
through their refusal to issue birth certificates, was in direct contraven-
tion of the country’s constitution and international law.70
 In its official application against the Dominican Republic submit-
ted to the IACHR on July 11, 2003, the Inter-American Commission on 
Human Rights alleged that the Dominican Republic, through the 
State’s Registry Office authorities, had illegally refused to issue birth 
certificates for the children Yean and Bosico.71 The children were born 
within the State’s territory, and the Constitution of the Dominican Re-
public establishes the principle of jus soli to determine those who have 
a right to Dominican citizenship.72 The Commission asked that the 
Court declare the international responsibility of the Dominican Repub-
lic for alleged violations of several Articles of the American Convention 
on Human Rights, including Articles 19 (Rights of the Child), 20 
(Right to Nationality), 24 (Right to Equal Protection), 3 (Right to Ju-
ridical Personality), and 18 (Right to a Name), to the detriment of the 
Yean and Bosico children.73
                                                                                                                      
ternational headlines, the investigation into the legality of her documents was called off. 
See id. 
64 See Baluarte, supra note 62, at 26. 
65 Id. 
66 See Dom. Rep. Const., art. 11; see also Baluarte, supra note 62, at 26. 
67 Yean & Bosico, 2005 Inter-Am. Ct. H.R., ¶ 109(35). 
68 Baluarte, supra note 62, at 26. 
69 Justice Initiative, supra note 60. 
70 See Baluarte, supra note 62. 
71 See Yean & Bosico, 2005 Inter-Am. Ct. H.R., ¶ 1. 
72 Dom. Rep. Const. art. 11. 
73See Yean & Bosico, 2005 Inter-Am. Ct. H.R., ¶¶ 110–129. 
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B. Official Findings of the IACHR 
 After a thorough examination of the facts, the Court found that 
the Dominican Republic discriminatorily applied its nationality and 
birth registration laws to children of Haitian descent.74 The Court fur-
ther ruled that these discriminatory policies and regulations rendered 
such children interminably stateless and thus unable to access funda-
mental human rights and freedoms.75 The Court’s ruling acknowl-
edged that these circumstances left the Yean and Bosico children with-
out an identity.76 The Court also acknowledged the dramatic con-
sequences on their rights as children and with respect to their ability to 
function as individuals within Dominican society.77 Lack of proof of 
identity in the form of a birth certificate rendered the children unable 
to access fundamental human rights such as the right to education, the 
right to health services, the right to equal protection before the law, or 
even a right so fundamental as the right to a name.78
 In its written decision, the Court made several important observa-
tions with respect to the role of states in preventing statelessness and 
protecting human rights.79 The Open Society Justice Initiative summa-
rized the Court findings as follows: 
• Nationality is the legal bond that guarantees individuals the full 
enjoyment of all human rights as members of the political com-
munity. 
• Although states maintain the sovereign right to regulate national-
ity, the Court noted that state discretion must be limited by inter-
national human rights standards that protect individuals against 
arbitrary state actions. In particular, states are limited in their dis-
cretion to grant nationality by their obligations to guarantee equal 
protection and to prevent, avoid, and reduce statelessness. 
• States must abstain from enacting or enforcing regulations that are 
facially discriminatory or have discriminatory effects on different 
groups. 
• States have an obligation to avoid adopting legislation or engaging 
in practices with respect to the granting of nationality that would 
                                                                                                                      
74 Id. at ¶260(2)–(3). 
75 Id. at ¶ 260(3). 
76 Id. at ¶ 240. 
77 See id. 
78 Baluarte, supra note 62, at 27(citing specific rights as guaranteed by the American 
Convention on Human Rights). 
79 Justice Initiative, supra note 60. See generally Yean & Bosico, 2005 Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. 
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lead to an increase in the number of stateless persons. Stateless-
ness makes impossible the recognition of a jurisdictional personal-
ity and the enjoyment of civil and political rights, and produces a 
condition of extreme vulnerability. 
• States cannot base the denial of nationality to children on the im-
migration status of their parents. 
• Proof required by governments to establish that an individual was 
born on a state’s territory must be reasonable and cannot present 
an obstacle to the right of nationality.80 
 In sum, the Court ordered that the Dominican Republic publicly 
acknowledge its responsibility for the human rights violations detailed 
in the decision within six months of the judgment date; reform its sys-
tem of birth registration; create and implement procedures to issue 
birth certificates to all children born on its territory irrespective of 
their parents’ immigration status; make available education for all chil-
dren, including those of Haitian descent; and finally, pay monetary 
damages to the children and their families.81
 As asserted by David Belaurte, attorney at the Center for Justice 
and International Law (CEJIL), Yean and Bosico is of monumental sig-
nificance for several reasons.82 “It was the first judgment to be entered 
against the Dominican Republic since the State ratified the jurisdiction 
of the IACHR in 1999.”83 Further, the case and the judgment address 
the incredibly contentious issue of Haitian migration in Dominican so-
ciety and has “thrust Dominican society into a furious debate.”84 All 
branches of Dominican government—executive, legislative, and judi-
cial—have been involved in responding to the decision.85 Finally, and 
most importantly, the decision identified institutional and cultural dis-
crimination against Haitians and “outlined the state’s affirmative obli-
gations to remedy this situation.”86
                                                                                                                      
80 Justice Initiative, supra note 60. See generally Yean & Bosico, 2005 Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. 
81 See  2005 Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. at ¶ 260. 
82 Baluarte, supra note 62, at 25. 
83 Id. 
84 Id. 
85 Id. 
86 Id. 
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III. Analysis 
A. Dominican Response to the Decision of the IACHR 
 The Dominican government has displayed hostility and resent-
ment with respect to the IACHR decision, an overall unwillingness to 
fulfill the country’s international obligations and a lack of respect for 
international human rights law.87 The limited steps which the Domini-
can government has taken since the judgment in 2005 have fallen short 
of, and in some cases subverted, the directives of the Court.88
 In the days and weeks following the release of the IACHR decision, 
human rights observers noted the re-emergence of a “furious debate” 
in Dominican society.89 These issues are not unfamiliar to Dominican 
culture.90 International organizations have been long concerned with 
the hostility suffered by Haitian migrants in the Dominican Republic.91 
“Institutionalized anti-Haitian discrimination” in the Dominican is con-
sidered by experts to be extensive and far-reaching.92 Together with the 
international community, human rights groups decried the official re-
action of the Dominican government and expressed frustration with 
the Dominicans’ “apparent unwillingness to fulfill the country’s legal 
obligations.”93
 The Dominican government’s reaction is best understood by ac-
knowledging that the decision ordering it to amend its legislation and 
address discrimination took place in the context of pervasive pre-
existing anti-Haitian sentiment.94 In 2005, prior to the IACHR decision 
and amid mounting pressure to regulate the migration of Haitians, the 
Secretary of Labor announced a plan to “dehaitianize” the country.95 
This official announcement led to increased anti-Haitian rhetoric and 
violence, culminating in a campaign of brutal mass expulsions in the 
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fall of 2005.96 To date, expulsions and attacks on Haitians have become 
more common and those who perpetrate such acts have enjoyed com-
plete immunity.97
 In an effort to further demonstrate their displeasure with the 
IACHR ruling, on October 18, 2005, the Dominican Senate issued a 
resolution rejecting the ruling of the Court.98 The international com-
munity was quick to respond to this action by stating that the “extreme 
hostility of the legislature, the body responsible for executing institu-
tional reforms ordered by the Court, is a clear cause for alarm.”99
 In yet another attempt to subvert the IACHR ruling, the Domini-
can Republic has recently begun to implement nationality legislation 
enacted in 2004 that adversely affects the ability of Dominicans of Hai-
tian descent to gain access to nationality.100 The General Law on Migra-
tion (No. 285–04), adopted in 2004 and implemented in 2007, narrows 
the Dominican Constitution’s jus soli principles by denying children 
born in the Dominican Republic birth certificates if their parents can-
not prove that they are legal residents of the Dominican Republic.101 
This law is being applied in a sweeping manner— “non-residents” is 
being defined “broadly to include temporary workers, visa overstays, 
undocumented migrants, and persons who cannot otherwise prove 
their legal residence in the Dominican Republic.”102 Without proof of 
legal residence, thousands of children and adults continue to be de-
nied the right to nationality in direct conflict with norms of interna-
tional law and human rights.103
 The Dominican Supreme Court has also interpreted the state’s 
constitution in such a way as to facilitate the practice of denying citizen-
ship to Haitian Dominicans.104 The Courts decision to uphold the pro-
vision in the 2004 Immigration Law that “fits undocumented immi-
grants squarely into the ‘in-transit’ exception to the jus soli rule of 
nationality” as put forth in Article 11 of the Dominican Constitution, is 
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in direct defiance with a portion of the IACHR’s ruling.105 As men-
tioned above, the Dominican Constitution extends citizenship to all 
persons born in Dominican territory “except for the legitimate chil-
dren of foreigners resident in the country as diplomats or those in 
transit.”106 When the Supreme Court ruled to uphold the constitution-
ality of Migration Law No. 285–04, it held that Haitian workers are to 
be considered “in transit” and that their offspring are therefore not 
entitled to citizenship.107 Regardless of the fact that many of these indi-
viduals, their parents and grandparents have lived in the country for 
decades, this exception is being used extensively to deny documents to 
Dominican-born Haitians.108
 Further, Dominican legislators have spearheaded a movement to 
amend the Dominican Constitution and change the rule of nationality 
from jus soli to jus sanguinis in an effort to fashion a system where Do-
minican citizenship would only pass to children born to Dominican 
nationals.109 The rule of jus sanguinis is used in many countries 
throughout the world and such a proposed change is not a per se viola-
tion of international law or custom.110 Nevertheless, an effort to change 
the rule for the purpose of avoiding compliance with the decision of 
the IACHR would serve to “reaffirm the existence of institutionalized 
discrimination” against Dominicans of Haitian descent.111
 In April 2007, the Dominican Republic’s civil registry approved a 
controversial new plan to create a “Pink Book of Foreigners” and assign 
pink certificates (in lieu of standard birth registration) to certain groups 
of children born on Dominican soil.112 These certificates document 
date of birth and the names of the parents only.113 They are not official 
birth certificates, nor can they be used to obtain official birth certifi-
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cates.114 They confer no specific rights on the holder and place no obli-
gations on the state.115 They do not “grant nationality, legal status, or 
record the birth officially.”116 A government official openly identified 
the purpose of the “Pink Book of Foreigners” to be that of providing a 
means for the registration of all “children of foreigners born in the 
Dominican Republic, so that the embassies of their countries of origin can issue 
them an identity card.”117 “Without presenting an official ‘white’ birth cer-
tificate, children cannot obtain a ‘cedula’ or national identification 
card.”118 A “cedula” is required to obtain access to rights, services, and 
protections granted by the government.119 The “pink” system of differ-
entiation does not solve or address any of the complex issues associated 
with statelessness, migration, and identity, and therefore leaves hun-
dreds of thousands stateless and in no better situation than before.120 In 
fact, many international observers believe that the “Pink Book” only 
serves to brand children born to women (primarily those of Haitian de-
scent) who are non-legal residents or who are unable to prove their na-
tionality “with a modern-day scarlet letter of statelessness.”121
 Even those Dominicans of Haitian descent in possession of birth 
certificates and cedulas are not outside of the reach of the discrimina-
tory Dominican policy directives.122 In March of 2007, the Junta Cen-
tral Electoral ( JCE), the government agency responsible for birth regis-
trations and the issuance of identity documents, put forth a policy 
directive which effectively denationalizes those who have received Do-
minican birth certificates under “irregular” conditions.123 Circular No. 
17, an internal instructional memorandum dated March 29, 2007, or-
ders all civil registry officials to suspend processing identity documents 
for children found to be born of “foreign parents” who were issued 
birth certificates under what they deem to be “irregular circum-
stances.”124 Individuals are then subject to investigation by the JCE, de-
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spite the JCE’s lack of legal authority to conduct such inquiries.125 Fur-
ther, the application of Circular No. 17 is subjective and unjust in that it 
provides no criteria by which civil registry officials are to determine “ir-
regularity” and there is no prescribed time limit for the investigatory 
period.126 Circular No. 17 appears specifically aimed at targeting Do-
minicans of Haitian descent.127 Aside from those of Haitian national 
origin, the Dominican Republic has no other significant foreign popu-
lation and some JCE officials have gone so far as to replace the phrase 
“foreign parents” with “Haitian parents” on official documents.128
B. Underlying Reasons for Lack of Compliance 
 It is impossible to understand the modern day issues in Haiti and 
the Dominican Republic without an examination of their colonial 
past.129 Many of the current social, cultural, and political conflicts in 
the region are firmly rooted in the events which shaped and reshaped 
its geographic borders.130 The present day division of the island of His-
paniola is the end result of decades of struggle for control of the peo-
ple and resources of the island.131 Struggle for dominance between the 
French and Spanish came to a head in 1801 as the Haitian Revolution 
spilled over the border of Haiti into the Dominican Republic.132 The 
division of the island into two separate colonies resulted in the forma-
tion of two distinct peoples—with different languages, cultures, and 
customs.133 The two countries also followed very different economic 
paths.134
 Waves of mass expulsions and violence have plagued the history of 
these two nations and contributed to “fueling the flames of xenopho-
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bia.”135 As one author has noted, “[e]xploitative migrant labor agree-
ments and years of unregulated migration have created a permanent 
underclass of people of Haitian descent in the Caribbean, including in 
the Dominican Republic.”136 The most infamous incident of mass ex-
pulsion took place in 1937 on the orders of then Dictator Rafael 
Trujillo.137 Trujillo’s anti-Haitian campaign ended with the massacre of 
approximately 20,000–30,000 Haitians on the northwest border.138 As 
recently as May 2005, thousands of Haitians, undocumented Dominico-
Haitians and even children with Dominican birth certificates, were 
forcibly removed from the Dominican Republic in a period of less than 
a week, and such practices have continued in smaller magnitudes in the 
years following.139
C. Racism and Discrimination in Dominican Society 
 The colonial history of the region has resulted in pervasive racism 
in Dominican society.140 After a week-long visit to the Dominican Re-
public in October 2007, the U.N. Special Rapporteur on Racism, Racial 
discrimination, and Related intolerance, together with the U.N. Inde-
pendent Expert on minority issues, announced their preliminary view 
that “while there is no official government policy of discrimination, 
there is nevertheless a profound and entrenched problem of racism 
and discrimination against such groups as Haitians, Dominicans of Hai-
tian descent, and more generally against blacks within Dominican soci-
ety.”141 The report further states that while there is no Dominican legis-
lation that is facially discriminatory, laws relating to migration, civil 
status, and the granting of Dominican citizenship to persons of Haitian 
descent impact society in a manner that can be categorized as discrimi-
natory.142 After conducting extensive interviews in an effort to under-
stand the problems faced by blacks, both Dominican and of Haitian 
descent, the experts witnessed first hand: 
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[B]lacks typically live in worse conditions, are employed in 
manual and low paid work and suffer a high degree of preju-
dice. Disturbing references are made to blacks as being “pig 
feed”, ignorant or unhygienic, and many spoke of their daily 
experiences of racism, including by administrative officials in 
registration offices, on public transportation and elsewhere. 
Many reported that, because of their colour or their Haitian 
looks or name, it is impossible to obtain documents and they 
are left vulnerable to deportation or expulsion to Haiti, even 
as Dominican citizens with no connection whatsoever with 
that country.143
As a result of their findings, the U.N. experts strongly suggest that the 
situation be given “urgent attention” by the international community 
“to ensure that the Dominican Republic conforms with its obligations 
under international human rights law, including the International Con-
vention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination.”144
 Steven Gregory, an Associate Professor of Anthropology and Afri-
can American Studies at Columbia University, notes the following ob-
servations in his book on globalization and politics in the Dominican 
Republic: “It was not uncommon for persons’ identities to be publicly 
in dispute, ambiguous, and shot through with contradictions. In a so-
ciopolitical milieu where full citizenship rights were difficult to achieve, 
subject to recurrent verification, and the risk of being diminished and 
even negated, much was at stake in whom people were believed to 
be.”145 In his analysis of the close nexus between prejudice, discrimina-
tion and appearance in Dominican society, he further observes, “Ru-
mor and gossip concerning one’s identity, as well as one’s appearance, 
could be significant in influencing the actions of the police or other 
authorities as the papers in one’s possession. It was not uncommon for 
those perceived to be Haitian. . . . to be detained by the police or army 
and deported to Haiti, irrespective of the papers in their possession.”146
 Haitians are also summarily discriminated against in Dominican 
culture through expressions and terminology.147 “Haitianization” is a 
pejorative term that many Dominicans, including government and po-
litical figures, use to describe the negative influences that they believe 
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poor Haitians bring to their country.148 Part of this animus may be 
rooted in the fact that Dominican Republic is itself a poor nation, with 
thirty percent of the population living below the poverty line.149 Re-
sources are scarce, and negative sentiments about Haitians are fueled 
not only by historic struggles for island dominance but also by a sur-
vival mentality.150
 This issue of the impact of “Haitianization” is highly volatile in the 
Dominican Republic, as evidenced in a letter Dominican foreign minis-
ter, Carlos Morales Troncoso, sent to Ethel Kennedy immediately fol-
lowing the bestowing of the Robert F. Kennedy Prize on Sonia Pierre, 
previously identified as the founder of the MUDHA.151 In his letter, an 
infuriated Minister Troncoso questioned the validity of awarding Ms. 
Pierre the international human rights award and labeled it “ill-advised” 
and “myopic.”152 Minister Troncoso used the term “Haitianization” in 
his letter and asserted that his country could not handle the large 
numbers of illegal immigrants flooding the Dominican Republic from 
Haiti.153 He suggested that the blame for the conditions should fall to 
the United States and other countries for failing to improve conditions 
for Haitians in Haiti.154 The letter and subsequent press release from 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, reflected the negative sentiments ex-
pressed throughout Dominican society.155 Around the same time, Do-
minican Vice-President Rafael Alburquerque de Castro publicly de-
nounced the Court’s holdings and “declared that the country was 
under siege by international organizations intent upon discrediting the 
Dominican Republic before the world community.”156
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D. Prospects for Change 
 Because the issue is rooted in the complicated history of the two 
island-sharing nations, solving the problem of statelessness in the Do-
minican Republic will require much more than simple legislative or 
constitutional changes. Scholars and human rights advocates have iden-
tified “racial discrimination in access to nationality” as a global prob-
lem.157 The IACHR ruling is considered to be a significant decision for 
its contribution to “international jurisprudence on non-discrimination” 
and the universal human right to nationality.158 Absent implementation 
however, its true significance has yet to be established. 
 Since 1950, the United Nations has been advocating that states 
take measures to recognize stateless people and avoid the creation of 
statelessness in general.159 The U.N. Economic and Social Council, 
“[i]nvites states to examine sympathetically applications for naturaliza-
tion submitted by stateless persons habitually resident in their territory 
and, if necessary, to re-examine their nationality laws with a view to re-
ducing as far as possible the number of cases of statelessness created by the opera-
tion of such laws . . . .”160 In light of this long-standing view, the Domini-
can government must take necessary steps to comply fully with the 
IACHR ruling without further delay. 
 Haiti and the Dominican Republic should develop and implement 
non-discriminatory citizenship policies.161 More specifically, policies on 
documentation, recognition of citizenship, and migration that prevent 
future statelessness and work toward ameliorating the plight of those 
currently affected.162 The Dominican Republic should fully comply 
with the 2005 Inter-American Court decision to demonstrate to the in-
ternational community that they truly embrace the international prin-
ciples to which they have “subscribed on paper.”163 In practical terms, 
they must create and implement a birth registration system that will 
guarantee “birth certificates to all children born on Dominican soil,” 
irrespective of the immigration status, race, or ethnicity of their par-
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ents.164 Perhaps even more importantly, the government must take 
steps to ensure that the due process of the law is respected in cases 
where an individual’s nationality is called into question.165
 Numerous suggestions and strategies for an appropriate Domini-
can response have been put forth by the international community. 
Some have called for the Dominican Republic to sign the 1954 U.N. 
Convention Relating to the Status of Stateless People.166 Many have also 
suggested that the UNHCR, as the U.N. agency with a mandate on be-
half of stateless persons, establish an active, permanent presence in the 
Dominican Republic.167 Additionally, investment and participation in 
the creation of a rights-based regional response to the complex issue of 
statelessness and migration from other countries has also been pro-
posed as a means of addressing the current situation.168
 International institutions such as the World Bank have submitted 
projects for consideration aimed at assisting the Dominican government 
with the issuance of birth certificates and identity documents.169 Such 
projects have met with resistance, however, from non-governmental or-
ganizations who feel that these programs would continue the systematic 
discrimination against Dominicans of Haitian descent.170
 From the other side of the island, scholars and legal experts on 
Haitian affairs have taken preliminary steps toward addressing the 
problem of Haitians born in “legal limbo.”171 In a report stemming 
from a symposium on the Haitian Constitution, the parties concluded 
that there was a need to “[a]mend the Constitution, to grant citizen-
ship rights to Diaspora Haitians, regardless of their citizenship status in 
their adopted country.”172 They further state that “such rights should 
also be bestowed the children of Haitian refugees born at Guantanamo 
and on the bateys of the Dominican Republic.”173 This will only be of 
assistance to those who both want and are able to return to Haiti. Most 
stateless people born in the Dominican have no remaining ties to Haiti 
and desire to stay in the Dominican Republic. 
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Conclusion 
 Despite the expectation of universal respect and compliance with 
international norms and requirements for nationality, today the num-
ber of stateless people continues to grow with limited action being 
taken to ameliorate the circumstances. There is mounting international 
concern, with respect to the circumstances in the Dominican Republic, 
that Dominican laws, official government policies and practices dis-
criminate against Dominicans of Haitian descent in relation to their 
right to nationality, in violation of the Dominican Republic’s obliga-
tions to its citizens and norms of international law. 
 In the long run, the Dominican Republic and Haiti, with the help 
of the international community, will need to develop polices which will 
meet with the expectations of the international law, ensure the rights of 
stateless people and work towards a reduction in statelessness in years 
to come. The leadership must face the difficult task of cutting through 
the historical illusion that the people of Haiti and the Dominican Re-
public inhabit separate worlds. Combating the impact of statelessness 
on individuals and populations will require an integrated collaboration 
between governments, international non-governmental organizations 
and the agencies of the United Nations, with a large role to be played 
by the UNHCR. The Dominican Republic has the opportunity to set a 
precedent for dealing with the complex issues posed by the problem of 
statelessness—whether or not it will do so without additional pressure 
from the international community has yet to be determined. 
